EASY DOOR RECEIVER 868 MHZ

GB-150-011

Easy Door Receiver is an RF access control system for small residential
applications. It is an all-in-one product (controller and receiver) which has
been designed for 2 gates and can manage up to 2000 users.
The same product can be managed either away from its installation place
(remote management or so called Virtual Network Mode) or on site
(standalone mode).
For remote management, all you need is an internet connection for our web
software www.easydoorcontroller.com and our USB encoder. Then you have
to:
1-Note the controller N° of the installed product (written on top label)
2-Register on www.easydoorcontroller.com
3-Program the transmitters/keys using the encoder which records one or several n° of allowed doors inside the
transmitter.
To remotely delete permissions for a transmitter, you simply have to cancel that transmitter on the website and
program a new one instead. At the first use of the new one on the controller, the old transmitter will be blocked
instantly.

Technical characteristics

13.56 MHz
868 MHz

1 to 2 doors

1 to 2000 users Programming
via web
software

Dimensions (W x H x D): 120mmx100mmx40mm
Programming on site with master key or with programming terminal
Wiring: 2 max fils/100m between the controller and reader
Power supply: 12/24 Vac or Vdc
Control relay: NC / NO
Adjustable timer from 1 to 99 seconds
Removable connections
Operating temperature: -20 ° C to +60 ° C

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in the representation of this product, neither FDI MATELEC nor its
employees, shall be liable under any circumstances to any party in respect of decisions or actions they may make as a result of using this
information. In accordance with the FDI MATELEC policy of enhanced development, design and specifications are subject to change
without notice.

Mandatory related products
Accessories
FD-010-028
PROXIMITY KEY
13.56 MHZ BLUE

FD-010-029
PROXIMITY KEY
13.56 MHZ RED

FD-010-030
PROXIMITY KEY
13.56 MHZ GREEN

FD-020-132
SINTHESI STEEL
PROXIMITY
READER 13.56
MHZ - 2 WIRES

FD-010-078
PROXIMITY KEY
13.56 MHZ
YELLOW

FD-020-007
OEM 40x40
READER 13.56
MHZ - 2 WIRES

FD-020-086
VANDAL
RESISTANT
SURFACE MOUNT
READER 13.56
MHZ - 2 WIRES

FD-020-175
MUSHROOM
PROXIMITY
READER 13.56
MHZ - 2 WIRES

FD-020-208
MULLION READER
13.56 MHZ - 2
WIRES

FD-020-209
P60 PROXIMITY
READER 13.56
MHZ - 2WIRES

GB-010-010
PROXIMITY KEY
13.56 MHZ BLACK

FD-010-172
COMBINED
REMOTE
CONTROL 868 MHZ
4 BUTTONS

FD-020-176
S2 SINTHESI
PROXIMITY
READER

Complementary related products
Accessories
FD-500-005
STAINLESS STEEL
PUSH BUTTON
DIAM. 19 MM

FD-500-009
STAINLESS STEEL
PUSH BUTTON
DIAM.19MM

FD-500-010
STAINLESS STEEL
PUSH BUTTON
DIAM.19MM

FD-500-036
STILUS ANTENNA
868 MHZ

Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in the representation of this product, neither FDI MATELEC nor its
employees, shall be liable under any circumstances to any party in respect of decisions or actions they may make as a result of using this
information. In accordance with the FDI MATELEC policy of enhanced development, design and specifications are subject to change
without notice.

FD-500-575
IPASSAN - EASY
DOOR
CONTROLLER
ENCODER

